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General:
Politically it is difficult to fathom what is really going around. Black market having
taken hold of petroleum products, cooking gas, and other consumer goods,
distribution has not yet eased out, and long queues, traffic jams, and related hardships
are ongoing – despite which everyone is on the streets. The radio has been saying that
the hospitals are not going to get uninterrupted electricity supply and the hospitals are
threatening to close.
The PM went on a visit to India. Everyone is saying that this visit made without a
formal agenda, was to heal and rebuild bilateral relationships. But will the country
have stability and peace where rebuilding and recovery (not just of earthquake
affected districts) remains to be seen. Once more the Madheshi parties have declared
s nationwide strike.
Case Study:
A significant piece of work this
fortnight was receiving a round of
inputs from academics on the key
paper for the pilot research on
Bhaktapur the world heritage site post
earthquake.
We have 4 local
enumerators who are working to
gather information from approximately
700 affected respondents.
The
Heritage weekly tour is expected to
soon resume once availability of petrol
eases out, and feeding those who begin
rebuilding (also stalled owing to the
blockade) will begin when local
volunteers see that it will begin.
Purusottam Lochan Shrestha (PLS L), Ph. D. (the author of this paper on
Bhaktapur suggested some related
academics and culture specific experts. Altogether 5 academics and 1 cultural expert
gathered on the 18th for 2.5 hours. These inputs were invaluable to expand the
broadness and depth of the paper and PLS received them with great appreciations.
The process of incorporating these feedbacks seemed to be an essential part to ensure
that the paper was further enriched. The Tewa team holding this report together
agreed that there would now be 3 focused group discussions with the affected local
residents in a age, caste, class, gender variable. After which a social audit will be
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conducted in Bhaktapur (estimated timeline being the anniversary of the devastating
earthquake) for a wider distribution and dissemination of the PLS paper.
Tewa/NA:
There is no time to
waste.
At
the
community's
request,
distribution of matresses
took place in Barpak for
180 senior citizens, 20
postpartum mothers as
well as mattressesw and
medicinal support were
given to health posts of
Barpak. Likewise in all
the other 5 districts
where
the
HTG
volunteers are working,
income-generation
programme/s,
awareness raising rprogramme on health and sanitation, and construction work
support to build taps, toilets, and even a community building is being given as per the
felt needs of the community/ies.
The ongoing monthly sharing and interaction meetings with local organizations have
taken place at the district level. The BL/IH youths are engaged with local school
children for psychosocial healing trough the medium of games/arts and other
recreational activities. Besides awareness-raising on psychosocial problems and
related counselling services are being provided as per community needs. The youths
are also getting more confident in providing services to individuals with positive
outcomes. They are also sending in regular report, ask for help when confused or for
complicated cases, and are in regular coordination with the HTG volunteers.
20 youth volunteer are
working actively in 5
districts. As a result,
local people are starting
to trust the youth
volunteers
and
are
approaching them for
help.
The need of
psychosocial support is
much higher than what
the youths can deliver
but what they are doing
is valuable.
Timely
capacity
building
training,
review,
reflection meeting, and interaction is also ongoing.
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Remarkable for Nagarik
Aawaz is the forthcoming
opening of the 5 peace
centers in Lalitpur district
as per the felt need and the
interests of the local
communities. In relation to
this, in the Lele and
Champi
VDCs
the
inauguration has taken
place this fortnight with the
overwhelming celebration
and participation (please
see above pictures) of the
local communities.
The
peace centers will provide a
much-needed place for the
community to heal and
come together.
Others:
On the 28th, a
significant
event
comprising of key
people involved in
the building process
of the Tewa Center
and related Tewa
Team members got
together to initiate
the new building –
Aanandi 3.
This
will be a significant
undertaking
for
Tewa, but one that
is inevitable.

Conclusions:
Spring is here – time for hope and renewal. If our political conditions stabilize
and government speeds up on rebuilding and recovery work, then despite
challenges, Nepalis can and will rise up. Tewa and Nagarik Aawaz commit to
ongoing work and to holding the safety nets so women in our communities
continue to hold up their families and communities!
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